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Table 1: Description of relational verbal groups
Text Number of verbal 
groups
Number of relational 
verbal groups
% of relational verbal 
groups
TG KH >. 46 































































































































































































































Table 2: Summary of projecting processes
Process Text: New Statesman (NS) Text: The Guardian (TG)
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Table 3: Summary of nominalization 
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	a clear link between Castro's leadership and the repression 
of dissent	
	=




	accusations of a bloodbath
S19: Torture was institutionalized
S20:	 "	 
































	the creation of a Maoist state	
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S36:	 	 	 		 	PKK's flyblown variant of Che Guevara's 
romantic agony
Table 4: Summary of main agents associated with negative events
Text Agent Example of agent associated with negative processes
NS Castro and 
followers
S4: are - Latin American dictators
S16: were on the lookout					:
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TG Ocalan and 
the PKK




S3: has waged a terroristic war	
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S20: is a Communist'	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Table 5: Summary of modality in TG and NS
Text Example of Modality
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